STORAGE AND HANDLING GUIDLINES

STORAGE

Shipments should be scheduled to minimize storage at the job site. Whenever possible crates containing detention glazing products should be stored indoors to ensure all enclosed materials stay dry. The temperature of the stored materials must remain above the dew point in order to prevent condensation and possible glass staining. If indoor storage is not available security products must not be exposed to rain, water or direct sunlight. It is advisable to erect a protective canopy employing material that blocks light and is waterproof. The tops and sides of all crates must have air circulation available. Damage to detention glazing products can occur as a result of improper storage conditions.

HANDLING

In service glass breakage due to thermal and mechanical stresses can occur if glass edges are damaged in handling. Edges of detention glass should not be allowed to contact frames or any hard surfaces during handling, storage or installation. Dlubak Corporation does not warrant glass breakage. Always unpack detention glazing products from the front of the crate and never slide any materials out from the side. Dlubak Corporation is not responsible for any damage to its detention glazing products due to improper handling, storage or installation.

If there are any questions or doubts, call Dlubak Corporation for technical information at 724-459-9540.